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Legal Background and Appraisal Method of
Probate Inventories in England
Yoshihiko Okabe
?An explosion of studies argues about limitations and possibilities of probate inventories as historical 
records, however, it have been inconclusive by now. Especially many arguments treated how exact 
and correct in the contents. On the other hand, many probate inventories have been published from 
hand written original documents by local record societies and archivists within 2 decades.
?Guide books about probate records, included wills etc, were published, but details of probate 
inventories, even simple question e.g. how and who made it, are insufficient. 
?Probate inventory is explained simply as lists of goods and chattels when someone was dead. So 
this paper focuses on two points. One is the legal background of ‘probate’ through classify laws and 
acts in England. The other is how and by whom inventories were appraised through probate process. 
?Assays of laws and acts revealed that regulations of making probate inventories were built up in 
England from thirteenth to eighteenth century. The analysis of probate process shows the ‘appraise’ is 
one of most important processes to make inventories. 1529 acts required executor needed to appoint 
more than 2 appraisers at least. The appraiser was appointed from a creditor, next to kin and same 
professions of the deceased. It is expected that creditors appraised almost precise because they needed 
to claim. And also professions appraised precisely by using their expertise. 
?Probate inventories were appraised with accuracy by regulations of 1529 acts that required plural 
appraisers, because there might be claim if someone attempted to forge them. And appraising by 
professions means intention of making probate inventories correctly. 
JEL Classification: N3, N13, P46.
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